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Physical Indicators of Physical Indicators of 
Water QualityWater Quality

Riparian Habitat 
Assessment



Chemical IndicatorsChemical Indicators

Phosphorus, Nitrate, Other chemicalsPhosphorus, Nitrate, Other chemicals

pH levelspH levels

ConductivityConductivity



Biological aspects of rivers and Biological aspects of rivers and 
streams.streams.

Biological DiversityBiological Diversity
The more biological diversity the The more biological diversity the 
healthier the ecosystemhealthier the ecosystem
Biological indicatorsBiological indicators
MacroMacro--invertebratesinvertebrates
Plant life Plant life 

EutrophicationEutrophication
Nitrogen and phosphate levelsNitrogen and phosphate levels
Dead zonesDead zones
Effects plant and animal life by Effects plant and animal life by 
releasing COreleasing CO22 when the plants die when the plants die 
quickly from eutrophicationquickly from eutrophication



Site Site 
DescriptionsDescriptions



Centennial BrookCentennial Brook



Watershed Map (887 acres)Watershed Map (887 acres)





Potash BrookPotash Brook



Watershed Map (5300 acres)Watershed Map (5300 acres)



Watershed Runoff SourcesWatershed Runoff Sources

Centennial Brook Runoff Sources

Forest
25%

Developed Land
71%

Open Land
4%

Potash Brook Runoff Sources

Urban/Developed 
Land; 91%

Agriculture/Open 
Land; 9%



MethodsMethodsMethodsMethodsMethodsMethodsMethodsMethods



Riparian Stream Habitat AssessmentRiparian Stream Habitat Assessment
Habitat Parameter Optimal Condition Category

Epifaunal

 

substrate/available 
cover

Greater than 70% stable habitat: snags, logs, 
and undercut banks

Embeddedness Gravel, cobble, and boulder particles in 25% 
surrounded by fine sediment

Velocity/depth regime Slow-deep, slow-shallow, fast-deep, fast-

 
shallow regions are all present

Sediment deposition Little or no enlargement of islands and less 
than 5% of bottom affected by sediment 
deposition

Channel flow status Water reaches the base of both banks

Channel alteration Channel straightening or dredging absent or 
minimal

Frequency of riffles/bends Riffles are relatively frequent

Bank Stability Stable banks; little evidence of erosion

Bank vegetative protection 90%+ of the streambank

 

surfaces and 
immediate riparian zone covered by 
vegitation

Riparian vegetation zone Width of riparian zone is greater than 18



Physical ParametersPhysical Parameters

Using a pH meter, it was Using a pH meter, it was 
possible to test the pH of possible to test the pH of 

the samples.the samples.
With a colorimeter, nitrate With a colorimeter, nitrate 

and phosphate were tested and phosphate were tested 
for.for.

With a turbine flow meter 
the speed of the stream was 
measured in meters per 
second.
Standard measurements of 

width and depth were also 
taken. 

Chemical ParametersChemical Parameters



MacroMacro--Invertebrates Procedure and Invertebrates Procedure and 
SurveySurvey

A way of determining how 
healthy the water is

The test starts by collecting 
macro-invertebrates.

1.

 

Collection
2.

 

Identification
3.

 

Analysis

Based on numbers of metric 
organisms we were able to 
calculate the Multimetric
Index score.



ResultsResults



Marginal 



Phosphorus of Centennial and Potash Brook
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Phosphate levels were slightly higher Phosphate levels were slightly higher 
at Centennial Brookat Centennial Brook



Nitrate levels were higher at Potash BrookNitrate levels were higher at Potash Brook

Nitrate of Centennial and Potash Brook
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PH of Centennial and Potash Brook
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pH was relatively the same for Centennial 
and Potash Brooks



Sodium from roads and parking lotsSodium from roads and parking lots
Calcium and magnesium from rocks Calcium and magnesium from rocks 
and sedimentand sediment

ICP Levels
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Centennial had a higher percentage of tolerant Centennial had a higher percentage of tolerant 
species than Potashspecies than Potash
Centennial scored 3 and Potash 6 in the Centennial scored 3 and Potash 6 in the 
MultimetricMultimetric IndexIndex

Percentage of Tolerant vs Non Tolerant Macros in Centennial 
and Potash Brook
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ConclusionConclusion

Potash scored slightly higher than Centennial Potash scored slightly higher than Centennial 
with our assessment techniqueswith our assessment techniques
Neither brook scored within optimal ranges for Neither brook scored within optimal ranges for 
physical, chemical, or biological characteristicsphysical, chemical, or biological characteristics
Looks can be deceiving Looks can be deceiving 



SolutionsSolutions

When cleaning, use natural, or biodegradable, cleaners.When cleaning, use natural, or biodegradable, cleaners.
If you wash your car, try washing it on a permeable surface, If you wash your car, try washing it on a permeable surface, 
like the lawn or a gravel patch instead of the driveway. like the lawn or a gravel patch instead of the driveway. 
If you have bare areas on your lawn, plant them to prevent If you have bare areas on your lawn, plant them to prevent 
erosion. erosion. 
For your garden or lawn, try to avoid overwatering them For your garden or lawn, try to avoid overwatering them 
and use drip irrigation when possible. and use drip irrigation when possible. 
Instead of chemical fertilizers, use natural fertilizers like Instead of chemical fertilizers, use natural fertilizers like 
compost. If you have to use chemical fertilizers, apply it on compost. If you have to use chemical fertilizers, apply it on 
your plants on days that are not windy or expecting rain. your plants on days that are not windy or expecting rain. 



SEM 22xDissecting Scope 
10x



Black Fly Larva Mouth
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